This paper introduces an adaptive control method of strong mutation rate and probability for queen-bee genetic algorithms. Although the queen-bee genetic algorithms have shown good performances, it had a critical problem that the strong mutation rate and probability should be selected by a trial and error method empirically. In order to solve this problem, we employed the measure of convergence and used it as a control parameter of those. Experimental results with four function optimization problems showed that our method was similar to or sometimes superior to the best result of empirical selections. This indicates that our method is very useful to practical optimization problems because it does not need time consuming trials.
Introduction
Genetic Algorithms(GAs) have been successfully applied to many optimization problems to date [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Recently GAs have been used for multiobjective optimization problems as a new application area [10] [11] [12] . However, GAs sometimes showed poor performances in the complex multi-modal problems because individuals could easily fall into the local optimum areas and it was difficult to get out of the areas [6, [13] [14] [15] . In order to solve this problem and to improve the performances of GAs, we introduced a queenbee evolution method [16] . Although it showed very good performances than existing methods, it had a critical problem that the strong mutation rate and probability of the method should be selected by a trial and error method empirically. This empirical selection is a quite annoying and time-consuming task because the parameters are selected through a lot of experiments. Since the strong mutation rate and probability are the major factor of the performances of queen-bee GAs, we should carefully devise a new algorithm to solve this problem.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive control method of the strong mutation rate and probability by employing a measure of convergence. If the measure of convergence indicates a converged state (in other words, most individuals fall into local optimum areas), then the strong mutation rate and probability should be increased in order to enforce exploration. Otherwise, they should be decreased. The measure of convergence should be carefully devised for good performances of our method. First, we used the change of average fitness of individuals from the previous generation. That is, if the average fitness of current generation is less than or equal to that of previous generation, then we regard as a converged state. Second, we took the failed ratio of evolution of individuals. That is, a specific percent of whole offsprings are failed to evolve from their parents, we also regard it as a converged state. From this control of the strong mutation rate and probability, the individuals fallen into local optimum areas have more chances to escape the local optimum areas and to approach to the global optimum.
We applied our method to four function optimization problems in order to measure the performances of our method. Experimental results showed that our method was considerably practical in that it produced considerably similar results to the best ones of previous trial and error methods. Although it may be possible to find the better parameters by empirical trial and error methods, it is not practical because it is quite time consuming task. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed adaptive control method of strong mutation rate and probability. Experimental results and discussion are provided in section 3. We conclude our paper in section 4.
Adaptive Control of Strong Mutation Rate and Probability
We first describe the background why adaptive control is needed and next introduce the proposed GA with adaptive control of strong mutation rate and probability.
Background of Adaptive Control
In queen-bee GAs [16] , we chose several values for the strong mutation rate and probability and experimented with those values. We could find from those experiments that the proper strong mutation rate and probability were different according to experimental functions. That is, the strong mutation rate and probability should be set to small values for relatively simple uni-modal functions, while those should be set to large values for complex multi-modal functions in order to escape the local optimum areas. In [16] , chosen values for strong mutation rate and probability are not changed during the whole evolution process. Since the degree of convergence to local optimum areas is changed according to generations, it is better that changing the strong mutation rate and probability according to the degree of convergence than the constant values. Individuals in GAs are moved to the global or local optimum areas as the generation is progressed. Thus they are converged to several areas after some generations. If one of the converged areas is the global optimum area and if the individuals converged to the global area are continuously alive until one of the individuals approaches to the global optimum, then the GA will easily find the global optimum. Generally the converged areas, however, do not include the global optimum areas or even if they include global optimum areas, the individuals in the global optimum area are not alive until one of them reaches to the global optimum. Therefore, it is quite difficult for some converged individuals to local optimum areas to get out of the areas and approach to the global optimum areas. This is the reason why most optimization algorithms do not show good performances especially for multi-modal complex function optimization problems.
This problem called a premature convergence problem is a major problem to overcome for fast optimization. A lot of algorithms to solve this problem have been introduced to date [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Most introduced methods strengthened the exploration, i.e., increasing the mutation probability in GAs. We devised the queen-bee evolution for the good convergence to the global optimum and strong mutation for the fast escaping of the local optimum areas [16] . Our queenbee GAs showed very good performances in some good parameters of strong mutation rate and probability. However, there are no systematic methods to choose the good values of the strong mutation rate and probability. In this paper, we devised an adaptive control method of the strong mutation rate and probability.
We employed the measure of convergence for adaptive control of the strong mutation rate and probability. First, we used the average fitness for the measure of convergence. If the average fitness of current generation is less than or equal to that of previous generation, then we regard as a converged state and increase the strong mutation rate and probability. Otherwise, we decrease the strong mutation rate and probability. As a second measure of convergence, we took the failed ratio of evolution of individuals. That is, a specific percent of whole offsprings are failed to evolve from their parents, we also regard it as a converged state. The enforcing of strong mutation rate and probability allows the individuals to get out of the local optimum areas and to approach to the global optimum areas. If some individuals are succeed to escape the local optimum areas, then this makes the GAs escape a converged state and finally the strong mutation rate and probability will be decreased for stable evolution to the global optimum. From this adaptive control of the strong mutation rate and probability, the individuals of our GA can easily get out of the local optimum areas and can fast approach to the global optimum.
Proposed Genetic Algorithm
Algorithm 1 shows the proposed GA with adaptive control of the strong mutation rate and probability. Excepts for the operation of "do control ξ and p m " marked by the asterisk, it is the same as the original queen-bee GA. The detailed control method of strong mutation rate and probability is shown from the line 11 to line 18.
Algorithm 1 Genetic algorithm with adaptive control method // t : time // // n : population size // // P : populations // // ξ : strong mutation rate// // pm : normal mutation probability // // p m : strong mutation probability // // mc(t) : measure of convergence at t // // Sc : converged state // // η : control scale factor, where η >= 1 // // Iq : a queen-bee // // Im : selected bees // 1 t ← 0 2 initialize P (t) 3 evaluate P (t) 4 while (not termination-condition) 5 do 6 t ← t + 1 7 select P (t) from P (t − 1) 8 P (t) = {(Iq(t − 1), Im(t − 1))} 9 recombine P (t) 10 do control ξ and p m (*) 11 calculate mc(t)
We first briefly address the queen-bee GA and then explain the adaptive control method in detail.
Unlike the original GA, the parents of queen-bee GA are composed of two types of individuals, i.e., the selected parent I m and the queen-bee I q , where queen-bee is the best individual in the previous generation. Thus, every parents have one selected individual and the best individual as shown in the line 8 in Algorithm 1. This composition of parents makes the GA follow to the queen-bee direction (in other words, this increases the exploitation). This strong exploitation makes the GA not only fast evolve to the global optimum, but also fast fall into local optimum areas. In order to compensate this negative effect, we employed a strong mutation as shown in lines 21 ∼ 26. That is, a specific percent ξ of individuals are strongly mutated with strong mutation probability p m . The strong mutation rate ξ and probability p m are the major factors of the performances of queen-bee GA. In [16] , we chose some values for the strong mutation rate and probability and experimented with those values.
In this paper, the strong mutation rate and probability are dynamically controlled using the measure of convergence as shown in the lines 11 ∼ 18. We first calculate the measure of convergence m c (t) and control the strong mutation rate ξ and strong mutation probability p m . If the state of current generation is a converged state, then the strong mutation rate and probability are increased as ξ = ξ + δξ and p m = p m + δp m . Otherwise, they are decreased as ξ = ξ − δξ/η and p m = p m − δp m /η, where η is a control scale factor. As the control scale factor is increased, the strong mutation effect will be large.
As described in previous section, we used two parameters for the measure of convergence. First is the average fitness and second is the failed ratio of evolution. More specifically, if the average fitness of current generation is less than that of previous generation, we regard as the converged state. Similarly, if a specific percent of offsprings are failed to evolved from their parents, we also regard as the converged state. Failed evolution means that the fitness f o of an offspring o is less than or equal to the fitness of parents f p = (f i + f j )/2, where f i and f j are the fitness of parents.
Experimental Results
We experimented our algorithm with four function optimization problems. The four functions are given in Equation 1.
, where −10 ≤ x i ≤ −10
Functions f 1 ∼ f 4 are a bit pattern matching function, DeJong function 2, a Mexican hat function, and a Schafer function 2, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the input-output relations of four functions. Function f 1 is a relatively simple, one dimensional bit pattern matching problem. Function f 2 has one global optimum area and one relatively large local optimum area. As a very complex multi-modal problem, function f 3 called a Mexican hat function is quite difficult to find the global optimum located at (0, 0) because it has too many local optimum area around the global optimum. There are four global optimum areas in Schafer function 2 at four corners. Too many local optimum areas in the middle of the function prevent the individuals from approaching to the global optimum.
We tested with typical parameters as shown in Table 1 . If one of the individuals finds the global optimum, then the generation number at that time is recorded. We measured the performances of all methods with an averaged value of 10 runs on the same parameter set. Table 2 showed one of experimental results using the average fitness as a measure of convergence and η = 8. For simplicity, we describe only average values without standard deviation values. In the table, QGA means original queen-bee GA and PGA denotes the queen-bee GA with proposed adaptive control method. As you can see in the table, the performances of original queen-bee GA are greatly changed according to the parameters of ξ and p m . In proposed method, we don't need to choose the two parameters because they are adaptively controlled by our proposed method. We marked the best result of QGA with the asterisk (*). The performances of PGA are similar to the best result of QGA. Note that our method showed better results than the QGA in the most complex and difficult function f 3 . This indicates that our method is very useful and practical because we don't need the empirical selection of the parameters. In order to show the performances according to the η = 1, 2, 4, 8, we experimented our method using the two measure of convergence: average fitness and failed ratio, respectively. Table 3 shows the performances of two measures of convergence with four control scale factors, η = 1, 2, 4, 8. The performances of large η are generally better than those of small η, but it is not always. The performances using average fitness as a measure of convergence is better than those using the failed ratio at most functions. However, the deviation of performances at average fitness is larger than that at failed ratio. Note that as the η is getting more larger, the performances of f 3 is more and more better at the average fitness.
As a final experiment, we measured the performances according to the five parameter sets: (δξ, δp m ) = {(0.005, 0.025), (0.01, 0.05), (0.02, 0.1), (0.04, 0.2), (0.08, 0.4)} for average fitness and r e = {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} for the failed ratio of evolution. Table 4 shows the experimental results. The underlines of the numbers indicate the best results under various parameters on a same control scale factor and the asterisk of the numbers implies that the best results on whole scale factors. As you can see, all best results are located in the average fitness cases even if the difference of best results between average fitness and failed ratio is not so much. In the case of r e = 0.9, the most performances are bad because it rarely occurs the 90 percents of individuals are failed to evolve. This results in preventing from increasing of strong mutation rate and probability. Finally, the strong mutation rate and probability will be remained very small values and this causes individuals not to get out of the local optimum areas.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced an adaptive control method of strong mutation rate and probability. This dynamic control of strong mutation rate and probability enables us not to do the empirical selection through too many experiments. In order to adaptively control the strong mutation rate and probability, we introduced the measure of convergence using the average fitness and failed ratio. With this measure of convergence if the GA falls into a converged state, then the strong mutation rate and probability are increased by the predetermined amount and otherwise, they are decreased. This helps the individuals which fall into local optimum areas get out of the areas and results in increasing the performances of the GA. From extensive experiments we could find that our method showed relatively similar results to the best one of empirical selection and sometimes better than the empirical selection. This addresses that our method is very effective and practical in that we can easily apply the queen-bee GA to the practical problems without
